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Sell your house in 7 days!
www.vivopropertybuyers.co.uk

Sell your house in 7 days!
Keep things simple and sell your home to Vivo Property
Buyers. Get in touch for a no obligation offer for a fast,
secure and transparent house sale.

How it works
Step 1

Tell us about your property

Step 2

Submit your details via the website or
call us for free on 0800 773 4922.
Try to include as much information as
possible to help us calculate an offer.

Step 3

Survey time!
We will then arrange for an
independent RICS surveyor to carry
out a survey of your property.
The cost of this is paid in full by Vivo.

Step 5

The sale is now secured
The sale can be completed in as soon
as 7 days, or we will work with you to
your desired timescale, so you remain
in firm control of your own sale.

Get an initial offer
You will receive a full offer package
within 24 hours. This includes prices,
a timeline which suits you, and all that
is included in our quick sale service.

Step 4

Get your formal offer
Once you have accepted the Formal
Offer, the sale, agreed price and
timescales are locked in and the
appointed solicitors get to work.

Why choose Vivo?

01. It’s fast!

02. It’s secure

Get a no obligation offer within 24
hours and sell in 7-14 working days!
You’ll get 85% of the market value in
exchange for a quick sale.

Accept Vivo’s formal offer, and your
sale is secure. No last minute
surprises and funds in your account
within the agreed timescales.

03. No surprises

04. We’re flexible

Vivo is your buyer. You’ll meet
us and can be in direct contact
24/7 before, during and after
your sale. Communication
is key.

Take control back of your
sale. Decide when you want
to sell and move. Vivo
works towards your needs
and timings.

Can Vivo help me?
How much will Vivo pay for my property?
In return for a secure 7-14 day sale Vivo offer 85% of the estimated current market value of your property. This includes all legal fees,
clearance, cleaning and refurbishment costs.

How much is my home worth?
The estimated current market value of your home is based on the property type, style, size, condition, historical information and sales
data in the area.

How can Vivo buy properties so fast?
By keeping it simple. We buy with our own cash and do not depend on banks or third party investors. The team is available 24/7 and
the legal team who are on board specialise in fast house sales. It’s what we do on a daily basis and each property receives our full
attention. A 7 day sale for freehold properties is feasible, leasehold properties tend to take a little longer depending on the freeholder
and managing agents.

Is the price fixed?
Yes, once you have accepted Vivo’s Formal Offer, the price is fixed and set in stone. Your sale is secure. Note: there are 5 steps before
receiving your formal offer:
1. Following receipt of your enquiry, Vivo will call you for an introduction.
2. Next, Vivo will carry out an in depth desktop valuation.
3. You will then receive the Initial Offer Package outlining the offer price, timings, what’s included in the sale as well as more
information on the sale process.
4. If the Initial Offer Package is of interest, Vivo will organise and pay for an independent RICS Surveyor to visit your property and
carry out a Valuation.
5. Upon receipt of the valuation report, the offer will be formalised*. Once you have accepted this Offer, the price is fixed.
*Our desktop valuations are very detailed and thorough, resulting in 96% of our Formal Offers remaining at the same level as our initial offers

When am I tied into the sale?
With Vivo, you are only ever tied in after you have exchanged on the sale. We do not ask you to sign any formal documents, all legal
work goes via the allocated solicitors.
Once you have accepted our Formal Offer and solicitors are instructed, we are 100% committed to the purchase of your home and
we hope you are equally committed to the sale to Vivo. The trust comes from both sides.

Do I have to pay anything?
No. There are no fees for you to pay at any stage when selling your house to Vivo. Vivo pay for the RICS Valuation, Legal fees,
clearance, cleaning, any decorating or refurbishment works which might be needed. Vivo will even reimburse you for postage costs
and other general administration costs related to your sale – just keep the receipts and send them over to us at any time.

When do I have to move out?
You decide when you move. Vivo will work towards your ideal timescales. To make your move easier, we are happy for you to stay in
your house for 2 – 3 weeks after receiving full funds so you can use the funds for your move and plan ahead.

Do you buy with tenants in place?
Yes we do! You don’t need to give notice to your tenants and you can keep receiving your rental income up until the day you
exchange on the sale of your property.

I’m relocating soon and I need to sell my property fast! Can you help?
Yes! Whilst relocating might be exciting, it can be difficult for existing homeowners trying to sell quickly. You can secure a guaranteed
sale with our fast and efficient service, helping you to focus on other aspects of your new journey.

I’m getting divorced, can you buy my house?
Of course – we’ve had many clients who have needed to sell quickly due to divorce. We understand that this situation is particularly
tough and needs to be dealt with quickly and without surprises. Therefore we guarantee you a fast sale along with no fees, making a
Vivo a great choice for couples who are going through divorce proceedings.

I’ve inherited a property that I don’t intend to live in. Will you buy it?
Yes – situations involving inherited properties can be difficult to resolve, especially if several siblings are involved or you live far away
from the property itself. We help clients in a variety of scenarios and offer a quick, stress-free sale of their inherited property.

I’m close to having my house repossessed, can you buy it quickly?
We’re sorry to hear of your situation but want to assure you that you can regain control with a quick house sale which will provide a
fast cash release to avoid property repossession and a poor credit rating.

Is there a lot of paperwork to deal with?
Honestly, there are quite a few documents to complete. A property sale is not a simple transaction and requires qualified solicitors to
carry out the conveyancing work.
Vivo offers a quick and easy sale, however you will still need to allocate some time to complete the necessary paperwork.
Your solicitor and Vivo will help where possible.
To make things easier, a representative can come and visit you to assist with completing the paperwork and post back on your
behalf.

How long does the house sale take?
Your sale can be completed in as soon as 7 working days, but we’re fully flexible and will work around a schedule that suits you.
This is feasible for Freehold properties. Realistically most Vivo sales take place within 7-28 working days, so it gives you, the vendor,
enough time to complete the necessary paperwork and obtain the necessary advice. Leasehold properties can take a little longer and
are dependant on the Freeholder or Managing agent’s cooperation.

Can I stay in my property after the sale and when do I have to move out?
We work to a timeframe that suits you, and sometimes that means allowing you to stay in the property for an agreed period after the
sale has completed to help you focus on your next move! You decide when you move. Vivo will work towards your ideal timescales.
To make your move easier, we are happy for you to stay in your house for 2 – 3 weeks after receiving the full funds so you can use
the funds for your move and plan ahead.

I’ve heard house buying companies change their price at the last minute. Is this something Vivo do?
Absolutely not. Once you’ve accepted our formal offer, the sale amount will not change and there are never any last-minute
surprises, so you always know exactly how much you will receive.

Do you offer any guarantees with the house sale?
Once you’ve accepted our formal offer, your sale is guaranteed. You’ll know exactly how much you’ll receive and when you’ll receive
it. As we buy property using our own cash, we’ll be ready to proceed with your sale straight away.

Is the property sale private?
Your property sale will remain strictly confidential with no ‘For Sale’ board outside your home. We’re part of the Information
Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and follow their set of rules to protect your details, keeping everything completely confidential.

I am in a chain, can you help?
Whether you have a buyer who isn't ready to proceed yet, your house sale has fallen through or your sale is being held up by others in
the property chain, we can help.
Because we purchase your property using our own funds, we are chain-free and completely proceedable. The processes we have in
place enable us to buy your house in as little as 7 working days. This makes Vivo a fast alternative to an open market sale, avoiding any
chains along the way.

About Vivo

Want to know how Vivo Property Buyers came about?
Smooth, honest, efficient and professional are just some of the words used to describe what people look for when it comes to selling
their home. Vivo Property Buyers was designed with the vendor in mind, taking into consideration just what you would want from a
property selling service. Offering an alternative way of selling, we identified areas for improvement in the property market and became
a family business on a mission to find a solution to long-winded and clouded sales processes.

Keeping you in control of your sale
For most people, their property is their biggest asset however it’s often the one thing they have least control over when it comes to
selling. Estate agents, solicitors and buyers seem to be the ones who set the pace, and the huge number of hoops which you need to
jump as a seller to eventually complete on your sale, can be quite daunting.

A smooth and transparent sale
When you sell your home, you not only expect control over the sale, but also honesty, transparency and simplicity. With the seller’s
needs at the core of what we do, you can enjoy a stress-free sale all whilst achieving a competitive and realistic price. By cutting out
the middleman, you can achieve a quick, concise and no pressure sale without the need for an agent.

Property buyers you can trust
If you’re looking to work with a property buying service you can truly trust, where, as the seller, you can set the pace, you might
consider a direct sale with Vivo Property Buyers. You’ll be communicated with and made to feel comfortable throughout the entire
process, from start to finish. And, as the market is continuously changing, we’re always seeking new ways to improve the industry,
taking the time to understand what our customers need and want.

What are the benefits of selling to Vivo?
When it comes to selling your home, it’s important to do your research – it’s a big decision after all! To help you make an
informed choice, here are just a few of the key benefits of using Vivo Property Buyers for a quick house sale…

It’s fast!
As a seller, you’re most likely looking for a quick sale and efficient process. By using a specialist property buying
service, you could complete on your sale and have the cash in your account within just seven working days!
As a small and flexible organisation, we like to get things done with as little fuss, stress or sluggishness as possible,
making the process simple and saving you time.
There’s no waiting around for solicitors – we’re in touch with them on an hourly basis. With a legal team
specialised in fast house sales, you’ll complete on your sale much faster than you would on the open market.

It's private
By selling directly to Vivo Property Buyers, you can keep the sale completely private. There’s no need to tell
everyone your plans or put a ‘For Sale’ sign outside your house. You won’t even have to endure viewings and all
the discomfort of having strange people traipsing through your house on a regular basis. There’s nothing quite like
the peace and quiet that a private property sale provides.

It's secure
Once you’ve accepted an offer from Vivo Property Buyers, your sale is guaranteed. You’ll know exactly how much you’ll
receive, and when you’ll receive it. You’re kept informed throughout the entire process, helping you, as the seller, stay in
control of your own sale.
Your property is purchased directly using cash from Vivo – there are no investors involved or borrowing money from banks.
This means that the cash is ready to go and there’s no waiting around for decisions, so you can sell your house faster!

We pay all legal fees and costs
The offer you accept is the exact amount you will receive in your bank account. When you sell a property, the costs can really
mount up. It can be a nasty surprise to be hit by an unexpectedly large legal bill, and the estate agent’s commission can take a
chunk out of your final payment too. When you sell to Vivo, your legal fees and costs are paid for you. There are no catches,
surprises or uncertainty – just a fast house sale to a specialist property buyer.

Sold as seen
Rather than you running up a hefty refurbishment bill, preparing your property for sale, Vivo buy your property just as it is.
Small refurbishment works don’t tend to add any significant value to your property, certainly no more than it would have cost
you, and it adds more time onto the selling process. Instead, you can sell your home regardless of its condition, without the
need for any refurbishment.

The process
When you sell directly to Vivo, you avoid the pitfalls and hassle of selling your property on the open market. You won’t have to
deal with estate agents, pay their commissions, organise viewings, find a conveyancer or pay any legal fees. With selling on the
open market being such a complicated process, it’s no wonder research suggests that selling a house is the most stressful part of
modern life.
As experienced home buyers, Vivo takes all the stress away from selling your house!

Accept offer, receive funds, and only then, move
When selling to Vivo Property Buyers, you can complete the sale and receive your full funds before you move.
You can even take a few weeks afterwards to sort out your move! Nothing has to be synchronised, and you’re not
rushed into giving up control of your property until you’re ready to. Instead, you’ll get a flexible sale that is tailored
to your timeline, making the move relaxed and enjoyable.

Be in control of your sale
You decide when you want to receive the money. In stark contrast to what you would expect, a property seller is
too often in the backseat, with little-to-no control over the sale. From the moment you accept an offer, the buyer
is the one who calls the shots, which is frustrating to say the least. When selling to Vivo Property Buyers,
this dynamic is most certainly the other way around. You decide when you want to receive full funds, when you
want to move, what you leave behind and how you leave the house. It was your property until we bought it,
so we feel you should be in control of every step leading up to your move.

Keep in direct contact with your buyer
In the whirlwind of the open market, there are several stakeholders at play. You’ll have the seller, the agents, the
solicitors and the buyer, all communicating separately and, sometimes, infrequently. Information gets lost, messages
don’t get passed on, misunderstandings happen, all causing unnecessary delays. When you sell to Vivo Property
Buyers, you’ll be in direct contact with either Jantiene or Rupert, via email, phone or face-to-face in the office.
By taking an old-fashioned approach, you get a direct answer, every time.

Get extra legal advice or services for no extra charge
Vivo will recommend a legal firm AND pay your legal fees for you. And if you need some specialist advice regarding
your property sale, new purchase or other legal matters, Vivo will go the extra mile over other property buyers by
recommending you a firm you can speak to in full confidence, without costing you a penny.

It's a fast alternative to open market sales
Selling a house is not just about finding a buyer. Yes, it’s possible to find a buyer and accept an offer from the first
few viewings. But more often than not, it takes several weeks (or even months) to find a committed buyer at the right
price. With complex and lengthy legal processes, property sales can be slow and frustrating, to say the least. No one
is legally tied into the sale until the exchange of contracts has taken place, which is why it’s scarily common for sales
to fall through months down the line after accepting the initial offer.
According to research by the Home Owners Alliance, selling on the open market is becoming an increasingly longer
process, with the average now 6 months. Common reasons for house sales falling through were:

Buyers changed their mind
Buyers were unable to obtain a mortgage
The seller or buyer wanted to re-negotiate on the original agreed price
A collapse in the property chain
The survey highlighted a structural issue causing the buyer to pull out of the deal
Once a formal offer has been accepted, Vivo offers the comfort of a guaranteed sale, often within days,
without the fear of a potential fall through

Take comfort in the best rated fast property buyers on
TrustPilot
Customers are our number one priority. We understand that, without you, we wouldn’t be here! That’s why we uphold our values for
every customer at every stage of the process. And to give you even more confidence in us, we are registered members of nationally
recognised associations.

Why you can trust Vivo

The National Association of Property
Buyers (NAPB) are a group of
professionals committed to providing
the highest possible standards in the
property buying sector.

As members of TPO, we proudly follow
The Property Ombudsman Code of
Practice, which ensures that we give
our customers a fair and transparent
service.

ICO are the UK’s independent authority
set up to uphold information rights in
the public interest, which means that all
your information is confidential and will
never be passed on to a third party.

As a family business, we are registered
with the FSB to help support our small
company and check that all our legal,
financial and safety regulations are met
to offer the best service to our clients.

Super reviews you can rely on

EXCELLENT
Based on 115 reviews on
Sell with Vivo Property- highly recommended. 28 April 2020

By Carmen

Disovering Vivo property and choosing to sell our property through their services was and has been an extremely stress free experience taking into
account our personal circumstances. Their outstanding professionalism and patience in helping us understand the process was greatly appreciated and
they went through each step of the process with us carefully without rushing us through. Selling your property is just as equally stressful as buying and
I would definitely recommend going through Vivo and using their services, compared to other property buyers is second to none. The service from day
one was reassuring and trustworthy received from both partners. A definite recommendation from us and would definitely recommend to friends and
family.

Strongly recommend Vivo. 6 March 2020

By Kate

Ruperts ability to explain to myself details I didn't understand was so helpful. Jantienes friendly approach made me feel relaxed and assured things were
going smoothly. I would recommend Rupert and Jantiene to anyone seeking online estate agency help.

Friendly Helpful and Trustworthy. 26 November 2019

By Robert

Both Rupert and Jantiene were friendly and helpful all the way through the process. They kept me abreast of all the updates as they happened and if I
had any concerns they dealt with them immediately, day, night or weekend. If you should find yourself in the need to sell to a company, one of the
biggest concerns is trust, Vivo do as they say and you can trust them and I would highly recommend them.

Excellent house sale. 1 October 2019

By Dorothea

I decided to sell my house to a Vivo Property Buyer despite having no experience with this way of online property selling. I was guided thoroughly
through the different stages and the buyers were always happy and available for additional questions. I am aware that selling to an estate agent would
have yielded a higher price for my property but the shortened time frame made it possible for me to move within a few weeks to my preferred new
location. If I ever had to sell property again I would chose Vivo Property Buyers based on my excellent experience with them.

Would recommend vivo to anyone. 10 September 2019

By Ben

Would recommend vivo to anyone. They was very easy to deal with from start to finish and made the whole process very straightforward.

"Does what it said on the tin". 2 July 2019

By JS

Because of my circumstances I wanted a hassle free house sale without the uncertainty of the sale collapsing at the last moment to enable me to
move. For me the peace of mind was more important than obtaining the maximum price through the market or a higher headline figure offered from
some of the other property companies.This company provided a flexible service to fit in with my time scales and despite all the bad publicity these
companies get about reducing the agreed price at the 11th hour Vivo kept to their word.

Where does Vivo buy?
We value our customers and always ensure you receive the best possible service. We specialise in buying properties on our doorstep:
in and around London and the parts of the Home Counties so we can visit each and every property and meet you, the seller.
We feel that a personal service makes the whole process that bit easier. Let’s give your home sale the attention it deserves.

Vivo’s buying areas
Primary area
If your home is within this zone, it is the area where we (Vivo) buy property! There are a few exceptions,
for example we do not purchase rural properties like farms but fill in the quick form on our website and
get a no-obligation offer in 24 hours.

Secondary area
Due to its distance from London, we may not be able to buy property in this area. We focus on a
personal touch, and visit all our customers directly so homes here may be a little bit out of our reach.
If you’d like to sell fast, we’re happy to refer you to our trusted partners – all NAPB members and TPO
regulated. Just let us know by getting in touch.

How much does Vivo pay?

Ensuring a fair deal for all
To guarantee a fair and accurate offer, we start by carrying out in-depth research to value your home on which the
initial offer is based.
The following 3 steps are followed for each and every property that comes our way:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Desktop valuation

RICS valuation

Due diligence

Our team will start by valuing your
property with readily available
information such as; your property
type, size and condition, what similar
houses in the area are selling for, how
the local market is performing and
property history.

The RICS Valuation is carried out by an
independent qualified surveyor part of
the Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors. They will visit your home at
a convenient time for you and will
carry out a professional Valuation on
site.

Once the Online Valuation and RICS
Valuation have been completed, we
review all the information together
with any further information obtained
from the seller and carry out our final
due diligence.

Offer package
Receive your Formal Offer package
When selling your property directly to Vivo, you’ll benefit from the full Vivo package. Of course,
the price is important, but so are the extra benefits too:
Speedy sale = money in the bank within 7-14 days (or your desired timescale)
No agency commission to pay
No further mortgage payments
No further water, electricity and gas bills
No further council tax bills
Offer accepted = sale secured
No price drops later down the line
Timescales are honoured

How much will Vivo pay?
In return for a speedy, secure sale, Vivo pay:

85% of the above valuation
All your legal fees
Clearing and cleaning costs
Decorating and refurbishment costs

And not to forget, the team is here to support and advise you, and to keep you informed every
step of the way. Communication is key.

Your sale is now secure
At Vivo, we promise that:

There will be no price drops later down the line
Timescales for completion are honoured
We can agree on a flexible moving out date that suits you
Once the purchase is complete, we’re still here to help you in your next move

Here’s an example
6 months

7-14 days

Sales process

Open market

Vivo Property Buyers

Market vaue (advertised price)

£200,000

£200,000

Agreed price (average 5% discount)

£190,000

£170,000

Estate agent fees (2% + VAT)

£184,000

£170,000

Solicitor fees (average £2,000)
Cosmetic repairs to property
Monthly mortgage repayments (£1,100 per month)
Risk of sale breaking down

£177,877
£176,877
£167,877
High risk

£170,000
£170,000
£170,000
Secured sale

Final Price

Final Price

£167,777

£170,000

Some valuation tips we’d like to share with you
Estate agents work in a highly competitive industry. Understandably some can often overvalue
properties to win the business and have a chance at selling your property.

Online property valuation tools often give false hope. They use online data to place a value on your
home, which generally includes sold prices of similar properties in your area and market conditions.
Much more needs to be kept in mind when valuing a property, data which is not readily available
online such as:
Any major changes to the layout or size
Condition of the house
Size of the plot
Being on the popular or undesired end of the road
New developments being built across the road
Structural problems

RICS qualified surveyors (Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors) are entirely impartial.
They have no benefit in under or overvaluing your house. It is their profession and
responsibility to value your property accurately.

A valuation is always an estimate. This is never set in stone. A property is only ever worth what
someone else is willing to pay for it.

Get in touch
24/7
0800 773 4922
0208 208 3810
hello@vivopb.co.uk
www.vivopb.co.uk

Find us on social media!
You can get to know us better by visiting us on social media!
You’ll find us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram.

@vivo_property_buyers

Vivo Property Buyers is the trading name for Potrell London Ltd,
The Ashridge Business Centre 121 High Street, Berkhamsted,
Hertfordshire, HP4 2DJ.

